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Abstract 
Many multimedia-capable embedded products — including media servers, home entertain-
ment centers, and in-vehicle infotainment systems — must connect to a wide variety of 
consumer media devices. These products must handle USB flash drives, iPods, Zunes, 
Certified for Windows Vista devices, or even media streamed from a Bluetooth phone, satellite 
radio, or the Internet. In most cases, users expect immediate access to the media content 
and want to browse it by metadata, such as song title and artist. To analyze and present this 
content, a multimedia system uses metadata synching. Nonetheless, metadata synching 
poses a challenge: how can the system make the content appear instantly available, even 
when the removable media device contains thousands of files and the interface takes many 
seconds to fully synchronize? 

This paper explores several synchronization techniques, including ”directed’ sync,” which  
is based on user selection. It also examines techniques for synching metadata from iPods, 
using either the traditional iPod Access Protocol over serial/USB links or the newer authenti-
cation IC approach. And last, the paper discusses techniques of data persistence, with a 
focus on managing the reinsertion of previously inserted media. 

Initial insertion 
If a multimedia system has already seen a removable media device, it can use intelligent 
shortcuts to display the device’s metadata almost instantly. The key is to maintain a local 
database to cache metadata, thereby avoiding the slow process of acquiring it from the 
device. Unless the device has a specialized command interface, reading the metadata is similar 
to a traditional directory scan: issue commands to read the sequence of files (songs) in each 
directory (folder), recurse into the directories, and issue additional commands to retrieve the 
metadata out of the individual songs.  

Because modern devices can store a large number of songs, this scanning needs to be 
efficient. The speed of the USB or serial interface, as well as the device and the protocol itself, 
sets the maximum speed of metadata retrieval. For instance, consider a media device that 
contains 10,000 songs and uses a Hi-Speed USB interface (480 Megabits/second). Actual 
performance will be a good deal less than the maximum flat-out speed of the USB interface 
because of the interplay between the device, the start of frame timing, and other factors —  
30 Megabytes per second is fairly common. The transfer rate isn’t limited by the amount of 
data, but by the protocol, the turnaround time, and the system seeking to retrieve the data.  
A retrieval of all the song metadata may take 10 minutes. 

Clearly, the user won’t want to wait 10 minutes before seeing any content from their device. 
So what can be done? The application designer has three basic choices for devices that 
require a full synchronization:  
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• display data as it is being constructed 

• display data placeholders 

• begin playing a song immediately 

First approach: display data as it is being constructed 
For this approach, the multimedia system needs a human machine interface (HMI) that  
can display a dynamically growing list of songs. The HMI must be asynchronously active — 
scrollable and playable — while it is expanding to include the additional song metadata. The 
HMI must be able to receive periodic refresh updates and to maintain the current sense of 
cursor position while the list grows. A periodically refreshed query that retrieves the songs 
supplies the growing metadata list. All these characteristics dictate that the multimedia  
system must be able to play songs and run queries against the metadata database while  
the database is being built. 

If the database adds entries efficiently, it should regenerate the HMI query (all titles, artists, 
albums, etc.) without unduly wasting CPU cycles. Even though a system with a database 
design must periodically reissue the query until the scan is done, don’t automatically assume 
that a hand-coded algorithm can do a better job than the database in maintaining an insertion 
sorted list. The database indexes will have very efficient insertion characteristics that may be 
hard to beat. 

% Complete 
Sync complete. 
100% synced. Second pass  complete. 

All metadata is known. 

Third pass complete. All 
playlists are known. First track found. 

Can play track. 

First pass complete. All file 
names are known. 

Time

Figure 1 — Steps in the synchronization process. 

Second approach: display data placeholders 
In the second approach, the system makes a two-pass scan: one pass to get the file names 
and one to get the metadata. Although it might take slightly less overall time to enumerate all 
the files and get their metadata in a single pass, retrieving the file names alone takes much 
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less time. Once the system has retrieved the file name list, it will need to perform a second 
pass to get the metadata. However, the HMI can use the file names themselves as place-
holders until the full metadata arrives. Because most users have at least made an attempt  
at file name organization — whether from an automatic tag and rename utility, the iTunes 
enforced naming, or an ad-hoc approach — looking at the name can often tell the user the 
song. This approach isn’t perfect and will typically work only for song titles, but it may be 
enough. As the synchronization process collects metadata, it replaces the file names in the 
database with their metadata titles, eventually converting over the entire list. 

Third approach: begin playing a song immediately 
The last option is to begin playing a song as soon as practically possible, typically the first 
song encountered. This approach doesn’t assist the synchronization effort, but it does distract 
the user from the fact that the metadata synchronization hasn’t yet occurred.  

Chances are, the system won’t choose the song that the user wants to play, so this design 
behavior may aggravate the user more than it assists them. Nonetheless, this approach may 
make sense when the user has removed and reinserted a previously playing media device. In 
that case, the system should probably play the song that was playing when the user removed 
the device. Playback of the last song does nothing to assist synchronization; it assumes that 
the device has already been fully (or partially) synchronized on a previous insertion. 

Directed sync 
System designers can use an alternative synchronization method — called  directed sync — 
when dealing with an older iPod or with a USB stick that stores media files in folders. Apple’s 
Lingo protocol allows the removable device to export the files through the same categories  
that the user sees: Artist, Title, Album, and Genre. To maximize the user experience, the 
multimedia system can start the synchronization as directed by the user, shelving any existing 
progress made as the user makes their selections.  

This method requires the following techniques: 

• First, the multimedia system must do a breadth-first scan, not depth-first. Recursion is 
easy to write when it’s depth-first, since the developer can naturally embed the directory 
nesting in the same processing loop that handles the main metadata retrieval. A breadth-
first search is more complex, since the system must maintain a list of files and directories 
yet to be processed.  

• If the user selects one category, say Albums, while the scan is in progress, the system 
should immediately halt the scan and commence a new scan starting in Albums. This has 
the advantage of returning the items in the properly sorted order. If the HMI starts at the 
top of the list, the user won’t experience a fluctuating list, but rather a list growing at the 
end. When the user selects a deeper subcategory, say a specific Album, the system 
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needs to pause synchronization and redirect it to the user’s selection. This approach 
keeps the user from having to wait for their metadata, since it is being dynamically 
retrieved according to their interests. 

When using directed sync, it can be difficult to track progress since the system may query the 
device’s file system from several different angles. To prevent the system from missing any 
songs, the system designer has several options: 

• Do an initial full pass to gather file names and remove file names from the “to be synced” 
list as they are encountered. Note that the initial file name pass may still take a long time 
before the directed sync can begin. 

• Wait until the user chooses a category, start the sync there, and stick with that categori-
zation even if the user changes their mind. This has the disadvantage of not starting 
synchronization until the user picks something, but this time might be short, given that  
the user typically connects the device in anticipation of choosing music. The advantage  
is that the sync starts in a way that’s immediately useful to the user. 

• To ensure a better user experience, the multimedia system may have to rescan some 
songs twice before it realizes that it has already seen them. If the song has already been 
processed, you won’t take the more expensive step of retrieving metadata. But you may 
need to enumerate through it multiple times in the directory scanning.  

For instance, let’s say the system starts to scan by song title. However, after it has started 
adding songs, the user selects “Artist”. The system stops the song scan and starts to scan  
by Artist. The system will enumerate songs in that list that it has already processed — the 
programmer should make sure that the system doesn’t blindly add metadata for every song in 
the scan unless the song’s metadata is absent from the database. 

The directed sync technique can work for other devices that don’t provide category-sorted 
access to their metadata stores, even unintelligent devices like USB sticks. Here, the HMI 
would need to display a top-level selection that mirrors the device’s top-level directory content, 
effectively duplicating the directory structure on the device. This mode may be a special “fast” 
or “direct” mode, which gives the user access to the device in the manner that it is already 
organized, yet can still get full metadata tags as needed. 

iPod authentication 
Early iPods used a serial command-and-control interface and an analog output (so-called 
“two-wire” interface). Newer iPods — the iPhone, touch, nano, video, and second-generation 
classic — can use USB to return the audio data digitally (“one-wire”). To do this, the multi-
media system needs to use an Apple authentication integrated circuit (IC). Without the authen-
tication granted by the IC, the iPod won’t stream digital data through the USB channel; only 
the two-wire analog interface can be used. The authentication IC is also required for video 
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playback on the device, even though the video isn’t streamed over USB and played only on 
the iPod. This control allows Apple to guarantee that only Apple-certified devices can connect 
to the iPod. 

The authentication IC uses a challenge/response to grant access to iPod features. The iPod 
issues a challenge, which is provided to the IC; the results are then provided back to the iPod. 
QNX builds the challenge/response authentication into the iPod driver transparently, so that 
the media software doesn’t have to deal with yet more complexity. An alternative, which is 
also transparent, but somewhat costly and inconvenient, is to embed an authentication IC  
in the cable that connects to the iPod. 

Once the iPod is authenticated, iPod communication proceeds exactly as with the standard 
Lingo interface, except that it uses USB instead of serial. The audio data is streamed through 
USB: the USB hardware and software solution must handle isochronous USB support. 

Subsequent insertion 
The second time a storage device is presented to the multimedia system, the process of 
scanning for metadata should be much simpler. Almost all media players and most USB sticks 
have a Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) or Globally Unique Identifier (GUID), a 128-bit (or 
more) “arbitrary” binary number assigned to each physical device. The multimedia system can 
look up the UUID/GUID in its database to quickly determine if it has already seen the device.  
If it has, the system can do a quick scan only for file names to determine the delta between 
the existing metadata already cached and any new content on the device. For a file-based 
interface, maintaining the size and a timestamp in the metadata cache is a good idea.  

Any changes to the device that arise from added files, changes in file size, or altered file 
timestamps should trigger a fresh re-read of the metadata for the affected files. Any files no 
longer present can be culled. If the multimedia system has the storage space, it could keep 
deleted files in case they re-appear, as might be the case when synchronizing against devices 
whose storage is managed from a larger media store. For example, the multimedia system 
may get the metadata from a song that is subsequently removed to make space on the remo-
vable storage device, but added back later when other songs are removed. If the multimedia 
system has the database storage to spare, this approach can make the sync faster. 

Resynchronizing with Extended Lingo 
In 2008 Apple introduced a new command language for iPods called Extended Lingo 1.13. 
This language requires authentication, so it works only with newer iPods. However, using 
Extended Lingo allows the multimedia system to get a GUID for each track on the iPod. 
Moreover, the multimedia system can get GUIDs in bulk for the whole device, instead of 
asking for them one at a time. 
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These two features make metadata synchronization much more efficient the second time that 
the iPod is synchronized. To take advantage of these features, the system designer should 
follow these steps: 

1. During the first complete synchronization, save all the GUIDs for each track in the 
database.  

2. On any subsequent resynchronizations, ask the iPod for the list of GUIDs for all tracks.  

3. For each GUID in the database that is no longer in the iPod’s list, delete the track from the 
database. For each new GUID that isn’t in the database, request full metadata information 
for that track (using a new command also introduced in Extended Lingo 1.13) and add it to 
the database. 

troduced in Extended Lingo 1.13) and add it to 
the database. 

This approach allows the initial resynchronization effort to focus on any files that have changed. 
This takes much less time than a full delta scan, assuming that the user hasn’t replaced all of 
their content since the last synchronization.  

This approach allows the initial resynchronization effort to focus on any files that have changed. 
This takes much less time than a full delta scan, assuming that the user hasn’t replaced all of 
their content since the last synchronization.  

However, the GUID doesn’t change on a track when iTunes or the iPod updates metadata 
fields for a song. To properly record any user cleanup (user-edited genres, albums, etc.), the 
system must, as a last step, requery all the existing songs again. Because any newly added or 
removed songs are processed first, the time-consuming step of revalidating all existing 
metadata occurs after the most noticeable changes have been processed. 

However, the GUID doesn’t change on a track when iTunes or the iPod updates metadata 
fields for a song. To properly record any user cleanup (user-edited genres, albums, etc.), the 
system must, as a last step, requery all the existing songs again. Because any newly added or 
removed songs are processed first, the time-consuming step of revalidating all existing 
metadata occurs after the most noticeable changes have been processed. 

GUID reconciliation 

1) New missing
tracks; must be

added in full

2) Removed 
tracks; cull from 
database 

3) Preexisting tracks; 
requery to pick up any 
metadata updates 

 

Metadata 
Database 

Figure 2 — Metadata reconciliation, using a list of GUIDs from songs. Figure 2 — Metadata reconciliation, using a list of GUIDs from songs. 
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Maintaining the database 
From a database perspective, the most crucial aspect of metadata synchronization is the 
speed of SQL database inserts. To ensure optimal speed, the system designer should:  

• Ensure that the database schema indexes all the fields that the HMI requires, but no more 
unless absolutely necessary. Nonindexed fields are very slow to perform queries on, but 
each additional index maintained is another b-tree that must be updated on a record 
insertion. 

• Keep the database on a RAM disk for speed, and flush changes back out to nonvolatile 
storage (NAND or hard disk) periodically.  

• Use the most recent version of the database code if possible, as it may contain speed 
optimizations. 

• If your database supports it, use precompiled SQL queries for the insert and the HMI 
queries. This approach eliminates the need to reparse the SQL string on each insert —  
a small amount of time to be sure, but one that adds up over thousands of inserts. 

File browsing 
If a multimedia system only has to support playback from iPods, UPnP devices, or other 
“smart” devices, it might not need metadata synchronization. The storage device itself provides 
the presorted order of its content. The HMI of the multimedia system becomes very simple: it 
simply exports what the device reports, without getting any metadata tags.  

Still, using only a file browsing approach has its disadvantages: 

• Slower speed — Without caching the song metadata locally, the interface to the device 
might not keep up with the user manipulating the HMI, especially for older, serial-only 
iPods. 

• Limited query approaches — Without a local copy of the device’s metadata, the multimedia 
system is at the mercy of the categorizations exported by the device. It becomes impos-
sible to support queries for songs in a specific year, song titles containing a specific 
search string, a Gracenote/Genius “more like this” request, or any other type of non-
standard query.  
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